Markus (appi) Apperle
Knappen 16 | 6094 Axams | Austria | +43 660 2010404 | office@appi.at

Curriculum Vitae

My name is Markus Apperle but everyone in the scene knows me as appi. I
was even successful in the World Cup as a rider! My best results in the
World ranking list was 20PSL and 55GS. 2000 I ended my career, but I
worked as a stuntman and photo model in the field of snowboarding.

Goals

After 30 years of snowboarding, I would like to pass this knowledge on to
talented drivers and bring in new athletes with new training methods.


Victories in the World Cup or Qlympia are the biggest goal for me as a coach!

Education

Since 2005 I have made various diploma education in the field of sport. At the moment I'm attending
the federal sports academy in Innsbruck to graduate in snowboard coaching. From 2006 to 2009 I
worked as a trainer in the Ski & Snowboard School. My students are still active boarders and can be
found in the World Cup. In 2014 I supervised and trained the Turkish Team AKKUT in Erzurum.


SKITOUREN Instructor



MOUNTAINBIKE Instructor



SKI & SNOWBOARD Instructor



HOCHTOUREN Instructor



COACH general



COACH Snowboard Spezial (future….)



ÖSV SNOWBOARD Instructor (future….)

Skills and abilities
MANAGEMENT


The ability to care for athletes and accompany them over several seasons, to major events
such as World Championships and Olympics. But building a friendship with the athletes is very
important to me!

COMMUNICATION


Being a very communicative person myself makes it easy for me to work with and motivate
athletes. I love it when you can see success!

LEADERSHIP QUALITIES


I can only underline my qualities as a leader because I have had my own bike company for
eleven years. Training and guiding as well as mental work are in the foreground here.

Experience
SKI & SNOWBOARD SCHOOL 2006 - 2009


Personal trainer for 5 junior students

AUSTRIA RACING CAMPS 2011 - 2013


Personal trainer for 10 athletes of the Turkish AKKUT Team

TURKISH TEAM COACH 2012 - 2014


Personal trainer for 4 athletes of the Turkish AKKUT Team

BRITISH RIME COACH 2017 - 2019


Teacher and coach for the British Army Fun Team

If you need more information in detail, visit my website
http://appi.at/SNOWBOARD or contact me by phone +43 6602010404 or e-mail office@appi.at
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